
REVIEWS OF NEW TURKISH PROGRESSIVE MUSIC  from D-G :
(A-C first page, H-M at third page, N-Z at fourth page, Various Artists at last page)

D-100, DAK (5x), DDR (3x), D.E.F ORKESTRA, DEJA-VU, DINAR BANDOSU, DIVAN, DOUGLASVEGAS,
ERKIN KORAY, ERDEM HELVACIOGLU (3x), FAIRUZ DERIN BULUT (2x), GECE, GEVENDE (3x)

Ada Müzik   D-100 : Kirmizi Evin Hüznü (1999?)**'

The first time I heard this tape it disappointed a bit, because first track which I knew from the Ada Müzik compilation
album, which was incredible for its (follow up of Jethro Tull) use of flute/rock on one track, "Neden,neden ?" which
seemed not to be so representative for the complete album. It is the best track for sure. Second track, "Ciglik" is still is
a nice folk track (reminding me of Fikret Kizilok) with pop rock elements in the second half of it (with male/female
vocals, acoustic guitar, el./ac. piano, drums). The FolkPop song "Neyzen Tevfik" is quite nice too (mostly piano, sax,
crafted acoustic guitar, male vocals). The other songs does not come out that much when not understanding Turkish.
"Japon Balikçisi" is a folk pop song in blues style. Most of the music balances between folkpoprock with some blues in it.
The progressive elements are more potentially there but don't come out as much compared to the first track I have
mentioned.



demo's     DAK

reviews and info are added on a separate webpage :
http://psychevanhetfolk.homestead.com/DAK.html

Homepages : http://www.dakmusic.net & http://www.myspace.com/68734744 & http://music.download.com/dak/...



demo     DDR : 10-track Demo 2 (2005)****

Here on this latest recording the group sound at its best. They have really an untypical sound for Turkey, which is
somewhat comparable to groups like The Sound (-from back in the '80's, if you remember/experienced them-), but
somehow with a slightly psychedelic tension, and with more attention to the instrumental passages driving mood

demo DDR : 4 & 10-track Demo (2004-2005)***

This is a very good (post-rock) indierock band with some waverock influence, and depending on opinion, a psychedelic
touch (the electric guitar playing especially). The drumming, keyboards (organ,..) and bass often refer to the German
wave and English poprock from the post-punk influenced musical period. I heard a recent 4 track and an 8-track demo.
Some members also play in the psych flavoured indierock band Sad Eyed Lemurs.

Line-up for this release was : Can Batukan : vocals, guitars, keyboards, Cihan Cinemre : bass, Cem Simsek : guitars,
backing vocals, Uner Altay : drums, vocals.
The group evolved in sound with a new line-up : Can Batukan : vocals, guitars, Cihan Cinemre : bass, Murat Babalik :
drums, Uner Altay : guitars, vocals. They soon will have a private CD release out released in Croatia.

Contact & more info : "Murat" & Info : http://www.musicianmp3.com/artist/ddr/
audio : "Nasihayat", "Son", "Kirmizi", "Data" ; more audio : "Destroy Us","K","Kilbane"
& http://www.myspace.com/dogualmanya  & from review with 3 audiotracks : http://music.download.com/...



Müzikotek            D.E.F. Orkestra : Beatles alaturka (200?)**°

No need to say The Beatles had their big influence on Turkish music in late ‘60’s. This project by Daghan Baydur, Erdal
Kizilçay & Fuat Güner (from ‘70’s groups Mazhar & Fuat and MFÖ), could trigger a renewed interest in the original
songs from the Beatles.
It is a great idea to play the Beatles songs with a Turkish influence, and it’s nice to hear such an approach. Sadly the
vocals are not at all comparable with the necessary and typical for the Beatles omplex harmonies, which were an
undeniable quality. Instead the vocals on these interpretations are the weakest part : they are on too much of a
monotone level, as if sung like popular American pop, on the level of entertainment of sing-the-popular-song on
television shows. Beatles’ vocals had close harmonies and multiple oversampling to create their particular strength,
with an kind of typical English perfectionism.
Luckily, the instrumental music part is much more like a finished product. It even includes a complete Turkish string and
percussion orchestra.
As a musical project, the vocal weakness makes the result a bit too unfinished, except that it might already be perfect

(played by 2 guitars, bass & drums). Highly effective and recommended !!

Influences of üner include Sonic Youth, Pixies, Fugazi, Can, The Wire, The Fall, Gang of Four, Joy Division, Josef K,
Mogwai, Replikas, the Stooges, Man or Astroman?, Electrelane...

Contact & more info : "Murat" & Info : http://www.musicianmp3.com/artist/ddr/ & http://www.myspace.com/ddrno2



Elec-Trip Records                Deja-Vu : Kendin Cos (2005)***°'

Deja-Vu makes very strong and utterly convincing hardrock/grunge-rock music with a definite strong Turkish core (the
always present baglama, use of some Turkish rhythms, and the unmistakable flavour). The more I listened, the more I
liked them. They surely have a very strong sound and luckily also do not forget their Turkish origins. I'm surprised.

Audio : "Önce", "Kendin Kos"(or here), "Alisik Degilsin","Caresiz", "Cok Yalnizim" & http://musicstore.connect.com/..
& on homepage http://www.myspace.com/dejavurocks
Homepage : http://www.dejavu.web.tr/
Label info : http://www.elec-trip.com/index/eng/albumler/dejavu.htm &
http://www.elec-trip.com/index/eng/konserler/dejavu.htm

for big hall popular sing-a-long live performances for a huge public enjoyment. For me, the vocals should be redone
almost completely. But perhaps a renewed live version, in cooperation with some gifted producers, could still finish it
off.
I like best the tracks "Ticket to ride", and perhaps "don't bother me", even with the rather unaffected singing, and
"Tomorrow never knows", which is presented as if the original melody almost seemed made for adding a bit of Turkish
orchestration (here to the new poprock approach of the D.E.F.).

Audio : "A Hard Day's Night", "We Can Work It Out","Across The Universe", "I Feel Fine", "Love Me Do"
Info : http://www.tvmdvd.com/beatlesalaturka.htm



Utopia Müzik            Dinar Bandosu : Sayk Odelikdesik (2007)****

It is still fresh in my mind, the moment when I met band leader Ali Ece through the net some years ago. We discussed
a bit about music, and Ali shared with me his first recordings of his freshly new band Dinar Badosu. The recordings
were roughly done and sounded promising. “Dinar Badosu” was an imaginary idea as if underground poet Ece Ayhan
had formed a band of Turkish intellectuals and artists who combined Western and Turkish instruments. "We don’t need
to do much about it to make it sound psychedelic", Ali claimed, "because Ottoman music is in fundament actually very
psychedelic". In that early stage myself, I got involved with some people in Belgium who I could get interested in
organizing a Turkish rock festival here in Belgium, a commission which disappointed me (and some of the groups



DIVAN :

involved -Fairuz Derin Bulut & Dinar Bandosu mostly-), because not too much came out of it. In the end they stuck with
only inviting Baba Zula & Erdem Helvacioglu and kept the organisatory aspects safe. The quickly recorded Dinar
Bandosu tracks didn’t convince them, and Fairuz was too expensive and there were rumours they had stopped playing
music, so they felt both groups were too much of a risk to book. Lots of line up changes occurred since then, and they
made many gigs in Istanbul in the most famous Turkish clubs (Peyote,..). And just recently they recorded their own CD
with the support and help of the Frekans studio. Ali said it was popular and sold well in Istanbul, but he insisted I
should hear their album too. And I am glad I did hear it, because it increased my expectations.

This is really good psychedelic rock in a Turkish way, very hypnotic and with an energy that drags you in from start to
finish. There’s great percussion and lead guitars, and a minimum of necessary and great wah-wah effects and such.
The first track is introduced by theremin, and the last track is an 11 minute track which also features a ney flute part. It
is one of the best things I have heard for a long time to come from Turkey that show a sound that should interest psych
lovers from outside Turkey. It is in fact one of the few recent examples who really succeed in showing this. The group
performed more often with the incredible electric saz player Murat Ertel from Baba Zula.

Recommended.

Audio on http://www.dinarbandosu.com/eng_multimedia.html & on http://www.myspace.com/...
Many videos on http://www.youtube.com/... & on http://www.garaj.org/...
Homepage : http://www.dinarbandosu.com/ ; Label : http://www.utopyamuzik.com/
Old page I made about them : http://progressive.homestead.com/DINARBANDOSU.html next album->



I heard only a few tracks of the group where they fused Pop Rock and hard rock with some middle eastern flavour. The
groups band members changed recently, so it's not clear in which direction the group evolved. I hope they worked out
the middle eastern and general arrangements elements well enough. Another track I heard was more modern rock. I
was supposed to receive a demo with more tracks in March / April, but never heard from the group ever since.
Gültein from Divan answered my question about the style they have now :

"We started with a mix of hard rock and turkish elements. Now it is more anatolic : it is a symbiose of Oriental and
Anglosaxen Music, Like the old Barish or the old Mogollar. With modern sound and the lyrics are very fairy tale like."

Utopia Müzik            Dinar Bandosu : Aya Da Gidelim Osman (2010)****

Dinar Bandosu continues the approach of their previous album, defining a Turkish styled psych-rock sound, with most
often softly rocking songs (so not too tough vocals), while the band often plays more up tempo (Turkish rhythms on
drums and percussion), the two electric guitarists and organist play lots of psychedelic effects on their instruments.
There’s fun involved in the making (live effects) with some wilder moments, and especially great weird effects in the
playing, as their Turkish answer to psychedelia. Nice to hear was the intro setting where the band headed off into
space with a collage of a sort of TV series conversation, a barking dog, electronic spacey sounds, echoing guitar and
then a lift off of a rocket missile. On the tenth track there suddenly is a serious acoustic guitar solo accompanied by
electric guitar pickings. Occasionally some of the effects were produced by theremin, and also Turkish flute parts can
be heard here and there. I wish more of these such intermezzos were added, but in the end the album again works,
just like the previous one, very well.

Info : http://www.myspace.com/httpwwwmyspacecomdinarbandosu
Label : http://bagimsizmuzik.com/
Old page I made about them : http://psychemusic.org/DINARBANDOSU.html



Jumping Monkey Music Douglasvegas : The Kara Bayram Series (rec.2000-2003)*°'

Douglasvegas is a songwriter/musician, DJ, originally from Canada, but currently living in Istanbul. This demo release
has an interesting approach, because you can hear he has no real experience in Turkish music, except for a honest
interest in exploring it from a different vision of a rather indierock and melodic-experimental improvised (and last track,
even psychedelic) viewpoint. On the first few tracks, the idea still is mostly more interesting than the result, because
there’s a certain slowly-achievedness and simpleness, or otherwise the idea still is too new to go deep enough to be
really complete as a new highlight, but there are enough exceptions of ideas, that cross the line of an occasional idea
development needing more time to develop to the real thing. But even there where the kind of rehearsal ideas are, the
basis for a successful approach is in development. At its most successful some instruments are combined for the sound
combinations, and this new music starts well to develop into a finished form. The intended goal was of creating a new
kind of "urban folk" music, which with this approach can be reached. I feel the project still is in a first stage, and can
use more time, and more skills to reach the intended form for future highlight.

Currently, he is also playing with the indierock band Not Since the Illness. He’s also involved in the musicians collective

"We perform on stage with Sultan Costumes. It is a flair from old 1001 Night Tales." Gültein

(this Turkish group is based in Germany).

Soundfiles : "Sofra", "Üsküdar", "Anlinin Terinle"
Website : www.divanmusic.de & http://www.myspace.com/divanband



New Albion Rec.     Erdem Helvacioglu : Altered Realities (2006)****'

Turkish composer Erdem Helvacioglu composes, very independently from Turkish traditions, new contemporary music
on his first softly picked guitar with additional live electronics, I guess based upon semi-acoustic sounds. It is rather
improvisational and evolves like ‘ambient age’. Additionally to this, contemporary strange harmonic harmonics are
building up with electronica, with a kind of “avant-garde” guitar discovering the inner sounds of strings. But even the
little melodic disintegration comes to a harmony synthesis, and is always falling back on its inner harmony driven by the
complexity of the sounds of strings, and its fingerplayed rhythmic, breathing inner peace, with its melodic loops,
enriched with echoes, sound manipulation, and stringed pitches obsessions. The composition folds out in a discovery
process with sound in combination with fingerpicked themes. A track like “Shadow my Dovetail” comes closer to
Brian/Roger Eno's cooperations with Daniel Lanois or something, where the echoes travel a space on their own. But
also this track uses computer to spatially manipulate certain sections. It adds more harmony with sounds additionally to
the guitar composition, but here a guitar piece remains the core. On a track like “Ebony Remains” I can hear parts
where more with-a-computer-collected clustered sounds form the composition, but then, in one loop of the event, into

that was formed in kadikoy (on the asian side of istanbul) and was named after Frekans Studio (run by Ali Ece from
Dinar Bandosu). (Other bands include Dinar Bandosu, DDR, Dus Macunu, Kafabindunya, Ars Longa etc.). Last thing I
heard is that he just joined Dinar Bandosu. I'm sure also a try-out with bands like DAK could give other ideas.

Homepage with audio : http://www.myspace.com/douglasvegas



one soundscape, the real instrument reshapes its origin, to return a last few times, before losing its acoustic origins
and sounds one last time in one last spatial outro.

Audio : "Frozen Resophonic"(or here)
Homepage : http://www.erdemhelvacioglu.com/ & audio : http://www.myspace.com/erdemhelvacioglu
Info on artist : http://www.cdemusic.org/artists/helvacioglu.html
& http://www.sound-scotland.co.uk/site/artists2006/bio_ErdemHelvacioglu.htm
& http://www.newalbion.com/artists/helvacioglue/
Other reviews : http://www.synthtopia.com/content/2007/07/22/erdem-helvacioglu-%E2%80%93-altered-realities/
& http://www.loop.cl/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=322&Itemid=27
& http://www.newmillguitar.com/erdem.html
& http://blogs.epicindia.com/leapinthedark/2007/05/music_review_erdem_helvacioglu.html
or http://www.epicindia.com/Music/music-review-erdem-helvacioglu-altered-realities
& http://www.allaboutjazz.com/php/article.php?id=26517
& http://www.jazzreview.com/cd/review-19123.html
& http://www.leonardslair.co.uk/erdem.htm
& http://www.xs4all.nl/~guitars/nuances.html
& http://www.heathenharvest.com/article.php?story=20070723055309621
& http://www.leonardslair.co.uk/erdem.htm
& http://www.whisperinandhollerin.com/reviews/review.asp?id=4658
& http://www.side-line.com/reviews_comments.php?id=22843_0_17_0_C
German reviews : http://www.scenite.de/blog/?p=364
& http://www.ragazzi-music.de/helvacioglu.html
French review : http://www.gutsofdarkness.com/god/objet.php?objet=10020
Label info : http://www.newalbion.com/NA131/
Interviews : http://www.tokafi.com/15questions/15-questions-to-erdem-helvacioglu/view
& http://www.cyclicdefrost.com/blog/?p=1367

2008 album I reviewed on http://psychemusic.org/prog16.html
2011 album reviewed here



Ada Müzik Erkin Koray : Devlerin Nefesi (Breath of the Giants) (1999)*°

Pozitif Rec.     Erdem Helvacioglu & Ros Bandt : Black Falcon (2011)****

Turkish ambient guitarist Erdem Helvacioglu found an improvising partner in the Australian cello player Ros Bandt. In
the beginning it is a cello improvisation, which leads the score, with harmonic echoing sounds from guitar
accompanying with echoing keyboards-like textures. This improvisation is led by a sad dry cello sound with old music or
ethnic flavours, changing shape and colour more often. Oscillating and picking variations occur on the guitar, the cello
takes a picking theme. Then the guitar starts to lead, first oscillating, after the example of the cello (3) and Erdem
added windy sounds (4), more complex machine-like sound harmonies occur (5), and bowed vibrating tones and
occasionally distorted guitar sounds (6). Also the cello performed more free sound-sensitive and wrapping bowed
sound improvisations. The guitar picks a bit with lots of echoes droning. An album between (mostly electronically
processed guitar based) ambient music and real live improvisation.

Homepage : http://www.erdemhelvacioglu.com/ & audio : http://www.myspace.com/erdemhelvacioglu
Audio: http://soundcloud.com/...
Other reviews : http://blogs.epicindia.com/...& http://blogcritics.org/music/article/...
& http://rosbandt.wordpress.com/... & http://www.seattlepi.com/...



If one person does not need an introduction in Turkish music it's I believe it's Erkin Koray. This release celebrates the 43
years Erkin had in Rock music in Turkey. Many of the songs refer back to the Turkish progressive rock period (R&R they
call it on the cover). The electric guitar sound of Erkin is very recognizable. The drumming here is not that interesting,
making the sound more "normal" rock than progressive rock. I wish it had contained more experiment. In that way the
breath of giants is more memorizing this big period and somewhat rebreathing what happened before. It rocks all right,
might even be Erkin's most rock product from the last 10 years, but comparing the remakes comebacks of some of the
old songs I still prefer the originals. I heard from O.D. it's pretty difficult to get good musicians (surely drummers, for a
drum is still not a usual instrument in Turkey) so far to work with on a regular basis. Mostly youngsters have their own
ego-driven plan and don't want to be associated with the older generations of rock musicians, not even when they're
respected. "Game of Togetherness in Love" with electronics and great heavy guitar luckily doesn't have much drums,
and sounds much more interesting. People who are unknown with Erkin completely should better not start with this
release. Ot's a shame that Erkin's undoubtly talent doesen't come out here completely mostly because of the use of
more mediocre or at least less talented other musicians.

Audio : "Sitem" (Reproach),"Memurum Ben" (I Am An Officer),"Sen Yoksun Diye" (For You're Not There),"Ask Oyunu" (Game Of
Love),"Mesk Oyunu" (Game Of Togetherness In Love).
See the separate pages about Erkin Koray (with covers,pictures,links,remarks,..)

Private     Fairuz Derin Bulut : demo (2002)***°

The music from Fairuz Derin Bulut is played by Hammond organ, electric guitar, electric bass, electronic keyboards and
sounds, with funky elements, a funny or Anatolian way of playing the electric guitars, drums, jazzy metalophone ? at
track 2. It's original Fusing PopRock with a end '60's, beginning of 70's feel or psychedelic Anatolian rock. "Kervan



Ada Müzik Fairuz Derin Bulut : Kundante (2003)***°

Geçmez" for instance is the most fantastic Anatolian Rock track with Turkish percussion and drums, psychedelic
electronic effects, with an electric guitar playing the saz ? Also "Deli Gonca" is Anatolian in style. The organ, rarely
heard before in Turkish ensembles a welcome surprise. Geesh what I would like to see these guys live. "Norinfuzz" is a
bit more primitively recorded and mixed, but is pretty enjoyable too. With a tougher drive, a more primitive
underground garage rock energy, hysterical laughter and some odd organ. Also "singing in the Olmadi" has a certain
acid drive. A funky bass and organ, fuzz guitars and vocals, primitive but funny backing noices and vocals. "Rahmet" is a
version of Erkin Koray's song. Nice to see not only electric guitars but also organ. The version is somewhat raw but is
played with a live energy. Last track seems to be a joke in pseudo Russian style and language.

This is a very good demo with lots of fusing rock elements indeed like 70's progressive with funky and weird touches,
space effects, hammond organ, Acid Jazz, middle eastern psych rock, pasty pop rock, humour, etc....Unique and
extremely talented. A very promising release and group.

PS. The cover shows not the actual band but comes from a Turkish erotic movie from the '70's.

Other Turkish review of this demo : http://www.arizalilarkulubu.com/fairuz.htm

I made a seperate page for Fairuz Derin Bulut, which includes the reviews, information, links, pictures,..
See this next Fairuz Derin page for that extra information and pictures, posters of the band.
Here's the official first release ->



This is an album I have waited for very impatiently. After their promising demo finally their first official release ! Many
of the earlier recorded songs were re-recorded for this album. The tracks sound at first hearing very much as if being
recorded in one take, as in a live recording.

First track "Kervan Geçmez" with Turkish themes in a (progressive) rock version style sounds incredible as before, but I
wished the high pitched blazing / blowing (wind) effects were not mixed down so much in this version. Here, the mix
emphasizes the driving bass rock effect instead. Still very effective, but darker than the demo version. "Kaçmaa", with
lots of great spacey effects, funky bass, odd electric guitar solo's, etc... has been recorded under better conditions, with
maniacal emotional vocals and breathing sounds. The track that follows, "Sinek Saz", has all kinds of wonderful
elements : some Turkish themes, a cocktailbar jazz vibraphone, freaky electric guitars and Hammond organ, a bit
reminiscent of some 60's and 70's exotic crossover styles. "Saklambac" has a garage like and hillbillie or rock'n roll ?
elements, with mad Hammond organ and electric guitars, drums, maniacal vocal touches, (some child noises), but also
vibrant xylophone combined with some Turkish percussion, and an organ improvisation (with drums, bass, odd vocals)
on a Turkish music theme. I especially like the group playing Turkish chords, in a progressive rock way, like on
""Kelebek Varyete", where we hear a fine electric guitar solo intro. Further on in the song we hear besides electric
guitar, also drums, electronica, and Turkish percussion. Also "Norinfuzz" which follows is such a progressive rock
interpretation of a Turkish theme, again with somewhat "maniacal" vocals. Also "Deli" and "Gonca" contain beautifully
interpreted Turkish themes. "Gonca" is played on electric guitar, Turkish percussion, drums and violin arrangements.
Beautiful !! "Singing in the Olmadi" is a heavy surfrock ? track, with fine organ, electronic keyboards, guitars, drums,.. -
hard to describe for me-. The next track, "Rahmet", is played on electric violin, Turkish percussion, electric oriental
bass, with backing vocals improvising, a bit Arabic in style, in a psychedelic way, but  slow moving. "Kundante" is a kind
of a joke I guess, with funny text, a bit Russian in style, with banjo and accelerating rhythms. The recording of this track
has improved compared with the demo as result of the addition of some organ.

In general the CD has improved from the (already great) sound of the demo and has become more consistent in terms
of style and production.

The more I hear the album, the better I think it is. This is one of the must haves of new items coming from Turkey.

Short soundfiles : 1. Kervan Geçmez, 2. Kaçmaaa, 3. Sinek Saz, 4. Saklambaç, 5. Kelebek Varyete, 6. Derin Muhabbet 7.
Nerinfuzz More audio from group : http://www.myspace.com/fairuzderinbulut
Turkish reviews : http://www.studyoimge.com/kritik_album.aspx?kritikID=2472
(with pictures) : http://muzik.showtvnet.com/muzik/yerli/album/fairuzderinbulut.shtml
(with different group picture) : http://www.turkrock.com/term4.html
My separate webpage about the group with link to their own page : http://psychefolk.com/FAIRUZ.html
Contact group : fairuzderinbulut@yahoo.com



Private Gece : Global grooves, Turkish roots (AUS/TÜ,2002)**°

Gece is based in the area of Melbourne in Australia. Gece is the first band, before they changed to “Unified Gecko” and
sound like the most “serious” of both while Unified Gecko is a bit more entertainment related mixed style Worldpop
group. Gece performed a light and bright World-pop music with a core of Turkish traditionals and similar inspirations.
The song driven music sounds especially sunny and pleasant thanks to the string harp from Natalia Mann, with
didgeridoo from Matt Stonehouse, and a plumelight carpet of (mostly Turkish) rhythms (djembe, darbouka, rek,
bongos) by Anita Larkin and Tarik El Bazi, and mostly acoustic guitars (Murat Yücel, E.Tibet Agirtan, Matt Stonehouse),
well mixed. The group sounds especially fresh and the traditionals are well interpreted. Gece is comparable to older
Turkish groups with folk basis but Gece brings it with a very open, and perhaps more global feeling. Two tracks have
cellist Gillian Raynor as extra guest musician. Well done.

Info : http://www.islandwebs.com.au/...
Audio : http://www.islandwebs.com.au/ramfiles/gece01_04.ram

See review of release from later group Unified Gecko who were formed after Gece here->.



demo Gevende : multi-media audio demo CD (TÜ,2004)****

On the first track, “Okyanus Dügünü” we hear trumpet, viola, drums, electric bass and guitars. The trumpet and viola
are so perfect in their place and with their arrangements that it sounds as if there’s a complete brass section and
separate orchestra. They adapted and arranged a classical piece so well I cannot say if it’s jazz, prog or classical,
because  it goes perfectly beyond these styles, with some kind of happy feeling I guess. Second track, "Nayu" with an
almost murmur-a-long voice, violin, bouzouki?, brass, bass, drums, trumpet pulls you further into the musical
enjoyment. This follows fluently into the next track, “Nem” which has ethno-influences in a jazzy psych way. Fantastic
and fresh stuff, with very varied, almost dancing violin, with variation in tempo within the track.  It has also a small
section with a Turkish percussion instrument and flute (with electric strumming guitar rhythm, and an electric bass
solo). Fourth track, "Gözagri", is jazz with Middle Eastern ethnical elements mixed. One reason why the arrangements
are so full is that trumpet and violin often are building up together some melodies, then the violin has lead
improvisations. The electric guitars have a slightly Middle Eastern wa-wa effect. Last small track, “Nayu (acoustic)”(-if
meant that way ?-), with Turkish banjo-like string instrument is with vocals again. It is, like a movie-theme a repetition
of the song line. All these tracks fit perfectly together as one piece.

On the CDR are also three QuickTime video’s. One of them is a jam session with jazzy approach and wa-wa guitar, with
various musicians introducing themselves with a solo. Also included is a mini-movie for which the group made the
music. It’s an innocent romantic love-story which turns out wrong unexpectedly. The music for it fits perfectly. The
keyboards-sounds sound as innocent as the early love interest it presents, while the cello’s in some way represent the
melancholic part where it goes wrong. Perfect as well. Recommended !

Info : http://www.gevende.com Audio is also linked at http://www.turkrock.com/downcat4.html

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Baykus Music Gevende (TÜ,2007)****'

Since Gevende’s great demo which did not elicit much interest, a lot has happened since then. Late summer 2006 the
whole band prepared for a travel to Iran, Pakistan, India and Nepal, together with 2 video-cameramen, 1 photographer
and 2 guides to record a video and some audio on its way. This resulted in a documentary movie called "Gevende On
the Roof", which is now almost completed. They played with lots of local musicians and of course recorded as well.



They also attended special Sufi Nights in Pakistan-Lahor, and also liked a lot Nepal-Pokhora and its beautiful nature.
(some photographs you can find on their blog page).

It seemed to me at first that the band for this release was engaged by the many colourful images and rich experiences,
because their first officially released recording is overloaded with ideas, which are arranged with compactness
perfectionism, and professionalism. It almost give a feeling of something of the richness of the world, and this in a
relaxed form, but in reality it was nothing else but the open vision and preparation on their own personal journey that
led to these tracks.

The first track, “Celik Comak” has something African in the first vocals, and seems like having a Turkish rock band
playing mixed in with a Balkan brass ensemble, with a small part somewhere with Indian rhythm-vocals on Turkish
percussion as if it’s tabla. This kind of Balkan/Turkish feeling can also be noticed in the next track, “Refik” as well, while
rhythms and melody could be from somewhere else (where??), presenting a happy progressive world fusion rock form,
with hints to jazz, Indian music, and those elements I do not recognise immediately from which origins they come from.
“Nem” is a strong well composed track I know from their demo. It is very classically inspired and composed
“progressive” rock with a subtle arrangement. It evolves into an improvisation with the Turkish ney flute that leads this
improvisation, and then some violin does a splendid composition. This is followed by a few more tracks which I also
knew from their demo. “Okyanus Dügünü” from the next two, is similarly classically gifted in style, with an improvisation
on a rather classical composition, performed by a small chamber orchestra, with trumpet and electric guitar and bass.
“Nayu” is a beautiful and comprehensive, slightly melancholic song, with varied improvised arrangements. “Anonim” is a
Middle Eastern traditional, arranged by the band starting with very beautiful and thoughtful, well arranged vocal
harmonies. Then the band improvises on it in an acidic fusing folkrock way, with a rock band fundament with additional
trumpet and trombone. “Gözagri” (which I also know from the demo) proves once more the gift of the composer o use
best the complexity of classical music composition. Just like a classical composition, it has different sections and this with
a spontaneously changing rhythm according to the theme being used, from a jazzy song improvisation, with a
rhythmically calmer layer of chamber-jazz rock arrangement to it, over a Turkish way of complex chamber music rock,
to a more bluesy jazz improvisation. With the same qualities, “Sermest” starts with R.I.O.-like arrangements of complex
rhythms, then changes into weird vocal lead arrangements, over a more odd rock structure, with further sections of
jazzrock kind of organ improvisation, a didgeridoo part with trumpet and bass, and some complex Indian-like violin
improvisation with tabla, over to a complex Fusion rock repeating the mode of the earlier started complex rhythms.
Wow ! Last track “Seker” is a more relaxed track, lead by a classical guitar improvisation (with second guitar and bass)
accompanied with harmonica and tabla, while a child voice starts to tell a whole little story (with a bit of school children
noise coming in on the background), and a bit flute, until the child laughs joyfully and the CD, in a relaxed mode, just like
the travels of Gevende might have brought, leaves you with nothing but good memories.

This is one of the most succesful and most perfect Turkish release I've heard from the last few years.

Gevende nowadays is Ahmet Kenan Bilgiç : vocals, electric and acoustic guitar, e-bow ; Ömer ÖztÜyen : viola, backing
vocals ; Okan Kaya : bass Guitar, oud, cumbus, melodika, bass guitar, backing vocals ; Can Ömer Uygan : trumpet,
backing vocals ; Gökçe Gürçay : drums, tencere, tava, damacana, backing vocals, with guests Arda Yigit Bulut : ?; Cenk
Erdogan : ?, guitar ; Cetin Erlik : ? ; Gülsah Erol : cello ; Izzet Kizil : ?; Murat Ferhat Yegül : trombone, ney ; Pin Rada :
didgeridoo ; Serdar Pazarcioglu : ? ; Sinan Sakizli : alt & soprano sax, acoustic guitar.
Other guests on live recordings include, except for Gülsah Erol : cello, Ahmet Çagğan : drums, Ezgi N. Kuran : cello,



Ç.Firat Yesillik : cello, Gizem Gürkan : piano, Olcay saral : piano, Sabri Çapanoglu : tanbur, Izzet Kizil : percussion,
Serbay Yildiz : electric baglama, Özkan Imren : flute, buzuki ; Orhan Osman :  buzuki, sitar ; Murat Ertel : vocals,
electric baglama.

I made a separate page for the group, with additional biography : http://progressive.homestead.com/gevende.html
Audio : http://myspace.com/gevende  next album->

Baykus/distr.EMI Gevende : Sen Balik Degilsin ki (TÜ,2011)****

Gevende evolved to a professional independent band sound with inner quietness, a good use of a certain complexity in
rhythms, slow developments with bass and other arrangements, colourful use of viola for improvisations, moody
trumpet solos and warm singing. The arrangement hang tight together with harmonisations even though most of the
time there is a feeling of taking the time to develop its themes. There are a few moments of electric guitar or bass
dominations, but then quickly the acoustic foundations take over. Here and there some electronic tones were used. As a
bonus track we hear a beautiful vocal harmony arrangement of an older track, “Nayu” accompanied by finger picking
guitar only. Another lovely, enjoyable album.

Audio : http://myspace.com/gevende
Intro : http://www.europejazz.net/news-pagenew-2559.html
Homepage : http://www.gevende.com
Label info : http://baykusmusic.com/?p=3124
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